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Abstract. Our introductory course on data and network security presents an overview of the main topics of security and has a conceptual and design emphasis. There is a graduate and an undergraduate version of this course. A security course should encompass all the system architectural levels and provide a unifying conceptual approach or it becomes a collection of techniques and mechanisms to solve disjoint problems. For several reasons, formal methods are not appropriate for this purpose. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is the accepted standard for software development and it is a visual language very appropriate for the description of system architecture. Software patterns are well established for software analysis and design as a way to improve reusability and reliability. We have adopted an approach that combines UML and patterns to present models and mechanisms for security. The students' reaction to this approach has been very positive because they see the course as a way to learn not only security but also to reinforce their knowledge of object-oriented software design. We are also using this approach in a forthcoming security textbook.

1. Introduction

Software systems must be built using sound principles and methodologies to achieve good quality and avoid security problems. Students need to learn how to design systems in a systematic and conceptual way. This requires a unified understanding of how different mechanisms and subsystems work together to provide security. Most practical systems are quite complex, often containing or interacting with off-the-shelf components. Therefore, it is also necessary to be able to analyze existing systems in order to extend them or to combine them with new systems.

We teach a graduate\(^1\) and an undergraduate version\(^2\) of an introductory security course that presents an overview of the main topics of data and network security. We have intended from the beginning to present a conceptual, design-oriented course, explaining the reasons behind the many existing security mechanisms. Security encompasses all the system architectural levels and requires a unifying conceptual approach or it becomes a collection of techniques and mechanisms to solve disjoint problems. Without a conceptual approach every new system is a surprise, instead of being another manifestation or embodiment of known principles and approaches.

Formal methods are not appropriate for this purpose because the students may not have the appropriate mathematical background, and formal models may not exist for all the components of the system. Formal methods are not convenient to describe the structural properties of systems, a necessity in security analysis. The Unified Modeling Language\(^3\) (UML) is the accepted standard for software development and it is a visual language very appropriate for the
description of system architecture. Because of its graphical nature, it is intuitive and allows a convenient description of structural aspects. It can also be combined with the Object Constraint Language (OCL) or some other formal language, e.g., Z, to make some aspects of the model more precise. Software patterns are well established as a way to improve reusability and reliability of software analysis and design. A specific variety of patterns, security patterns, have been proposed as a way to build secure systems. Numerous security patterns have been developed and a few methodologies on how to use them for secure software design are appearing.

Security courses have been classified as being scholarly oriented or training oriented. Ours is more of a scholarly approach in that we try to emphasize principles and conceptual unification of topics. On the other hand, we have a clear engineering orientation, emphasizing applications, so this approach should also be attractive for training-oriented courses. The textbook used should match the type of course. Existing textbooks for security courses take one of two approaches:

- A purely descriptive approach, giving mostly examples and little theory.
- A highly formal approach, discussing mostly topics for which there are well-developed formal models.

The purely descriptive approach is not sufficient because of its lack of conceptual structure. While easy to follow, it does not provide more than a set of special cases, related only through their general objectives. This kind of textbook is more appropriate for training-oriented courses. The highly formal approach is hard for the students to follow and its emphasis on topics of existing models may neglect important topics and obscure very significant aspects of a system. We have adopted an intermediate approach: use a graphical, semi-formal notation, UML, combined with software patterns. This approach is also used in a textbook in preparation by the first author. We have tried this approach in several offerings of these courses, including both academic and industrial institutions. Patterns have been used to teach software engineering, but we do not believe they have been used to teach security.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 indicates why object-oriented design and patterns are convenient to describe and build secure systems, while Section 3 shows details of the courses. Section 4 describes an example of the use of security patterns for teaching about security models. We end with some conclusions.

2. Object-oriented design and patterns

A variety of formal languages and approaches has been used to develop secure systems. Our experience with formalizing complex access control models has shown that the resulting expressions are not intuitive, require mathematical sophistication, and it is difficult to describe structural properties of the system, a basic requirement for any software architecture. On the other hand, UML models are quite intuitive and can conveniently describe structural properties. However, they are less precise than formal methods. We can therefore take a middle ground, integrating formal and informal techniques, describing our models using UML notation enhanced with constraints expressed in OCL. Adding formal constraints improves precision and reduces ambiguity in the model. It also gives students a gentle introduction to more formal models.
The development of object-oriented systems starts with the definition of use cases that describe the interactions with the system. These use cases define the functional specifications of the system and are used to guide all stages of development. A use case diagram, part of the UML standard, describes all the use cases for a particular application and the actors involved in them.

Object oriented models include two types of models: A static model, normally a class diagram, which describes the data/information aspects of the system, and a set of dynamic models including state, sequence, collaboration, and activity diagrams. State, sequence, collaboration, and activity diagrams provide additional aspects, such as collaboration between objects, and can describe workflows. Formal or informal constraints can refine and make all these models more precise. A significant advantage of object-oriented models is that they can be easily converted into software. The dynamic aspects of such a model can be implemented as operations in classes and the data parts of a class can be mapped to relational databases. These models are also convenient to represent the many restrictions and documents required by standards such as HIPAA and Sarbanes Oxley; for example, documents for medical visits can correspond directly to model classes. This is an important aspect because many regulations for enterprises require security restrictions on their documents.

One of the most important developments in software is the concept of pattern. A pattern solves a specific model in a given context and can be tailored to fit different situations. A pattern embodies the knowledge and experience of software developers and can be reused in new applications. Analysis patterns can be used to build conceptual models, design patterns can be used to improve software design, and security patterns can be used to build secure systems. Patterns embody good design principles and by using them, the designer is implicitly applying these principles. By learning and applying them, students learn good design methods. Because of their use of abstraction, patterns are valuable to understand complex systems.

3. The course

As indicated earlier, the course is an introduction to data and network security. Security is the protection against:

- Illegal (unauthorized) data disclosure (confidentiality).
- Illegal data modification (integrity). Unauthorized modification of data may result in inconsistencies or erroneous data. Data destruction may bring all kinds of losses.
- Denial of service (attacks to availability)—Users or other systems may prevent the legitimate users from using the system.
- Lack of accountability (non-repudiation)—Users should be responsible for their actions and should not deny what they have done.

The definition of security above describes security in terms of defending against some types of attacks. The generic types of defenses (also known as countermeasures) include:

- Identification and Authentication —Ways to prove that a user or system is the one he/it claims to be. The result of authentication may be a set of credentials, which prove identity and may describe some attributes of the authenticated entity. This could involve biometrics.
• Authorization and Access control —Authorization defines permitted access to resources depending on the accessor (user, executing process), the resource being accessed, and the intended use of the resource. Access control is the mechanism used to enforce authorization. It includes confidentiality and data integrity.

• Audit—Implies keeping a log of actions that may be relevant for security, for monitoring, and for further analysis, such as forensics and documenting compliance with standards.

• Cryptography—It can be used for hiding the contents of data (secrecy), for authentication, or for other types of defenses.

• Intrusion detection—Alerts the system when an intruder is trying to attack the system.

When building secure systems it is important to understand what attacks are possible and their effects on the system. We have introduced a general methodology for building secure systems and we use this methodology to guide the course. A few running examples are used at different stages to illustrate how they result in secure systems. We start by defining a context for a system in the style of Bishop. For example, a financial institution is affected by government regulations, such as Sarbanes Oxley, and because it handles money it can be the target of a variety of attacks. Then we consider what are the specific effects of attacks on the confidentiality and integrity of the system. For example, in a financial system an impostor opening an account for a customer could get access to his private information (a confidentiality violation). Use cases are also a reference for defining the roles of the actors interacting with the system. The rights for these roles can be obtained from the use cases, based on the activities that these roles need to perform (application of a least privilege policy).

Security is a multilayer problem – one cannot secure just one architectural layer. We consider the system structure as a set of hierarchical layers (a pattern in itself) and we study the security properties of each layer as well as of the whole system. Figure 1 shows a typical layer structure and possible attacks. We consider specifically the hardware layer, the operating system layer (including communications), the database system layer, and the application layer. The lower layers are needed to enforce the application model constraints, which we define using the UML use cases. The access rights can be described as authorization patterns in the conceptual application model (see Section 4), and they are enforced through the lower levels. Patterns are used at all levels to facilitate mappings between levels. The course includes chapters on the security aspects of all these layers as well as on general aspects, its outline is shown in the Appendix. For each layer, we show its effect on security and possible defense mechanisms that can be implemented at that level (usually described through patterns). We try to correlate the layer to its lower layer, in particular which mechanisms of the lower layer are required to support those in the higher layer.

Applying such a methodology requires catalogs of security patterns. We have developed patterns for authorization models, for operating systems security, for authentication, for firewalls, and for other security mechanisms. Some of these are being collected in a book.

The undergraduate version of the course emphasizes the use and design of secure systems, while the graduate version puts emphasis on design and research aspects. In the undergraduate version the project is fixed for all students (individual or groups of up to four), while in the graduate version students select topics from a list and can even propose their own topics.
4. Using security patterns

An example illustrates the use of patterns to explain security models. We use three patterns from one of our papers\textsuperscript{22} to introduce access control models. The most basic access control model is the access matrix, which describes rules (Authorization rules) that specify who is entitled to access what and in what way\textsuperscript{10, 11}. Figure 2 shows a basic pattern that describes authorization rules in an access matrix model. The Subject indicates an active entity (e.g. a user or process) that is authorized to access a Protection Object (e.g., a data item, or an I/O device) in a specific way, defined by a Right (e.g., read, write, or object-oriented method). The Right indicates the type of access allowed and can include a predicate or condition constraining access, and a copy flag indicating whether the right can be copied (delegated) to other users. This basic pattern is then combined with other concepts to describe more complex models.

![Figure 1. Typical layers of a system.](image-url)
The most common model used in current systems is Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), where rights are assigned to roles that correspond to job functions or tasks. This model can be explained as an extension of the previous model. Figure 3 shows a pattern for RBAC where the Authorization pattern is used to indicate the access rights of a role instead of a general subject. The user is now a member of one or more roles. The copy flag does not appear in this model because roles normally are not allowed to copy (delegate) rights to other roles.

Finally, Figure 4 adds the concept of Session as a context for using a role. The subset constraint indicates that the roles used in a session are a subset of all the roles for which the user is authorized. This model also adds role hierarchies described by a Composite pattern, and separates administrative roles from operational roles. Administrators are given special rights such as ‘add users to roles’, and ‘add rights to roles’. Users can form groups to decrease the number of role registrations.
This sequence of models makes clear for example, that RBAC is an extension of the Access Matrix model where collecting users into roles can decrease the number of subjects to be considered and thus simplifies the task of the security administrator. It also shows that RBAC can be what is called a ‘mandatory’ model\textsuperscript{26}, where subjects cannot copy their rights to other subjects and are further restricted in their actions, as opposed to a ‘discretionary’ model\textsuperscript{26}. As indicated earlier, a clear advantage of UML models is that they can be easily converted to software. For example, students can build Java or C++ simulations of these models converting directly the classes in the models into classes in the programming language.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions

All students taking the course are acquainted with object concepts in their courses on data structures and introduction to programming and most of them also take a course on object-oriented design during their last years of undergraduate studies, which gives them the proper background to understand basic UML models. Their reaction to this approach has been very positive because they see the course as a way to learn, not only security, but also to reinforce their knowledge of object-oriented software design. We are also using this approach in a forthcoming security textbook\textsuperscript{12}. We believe this approach provides an appropriate level of precision while preserving an engineering approach for security concepts. Future directions include adding a Business Flow level and incorporating security in existing models that are used to specify business processes and flow.
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Appendix: Outline of the graduate course on data and network security.

1. **Introduction**: motivation, definitions, attacks, defenses, the Internet, a methodology for designing secure systems, resources. Viruses, worms, denial of service, attackers.

2. **Security Policies and Models**: Institution policies, System security policies (closed vs. open systems, ownership vs. administration, centralized vs. decentralized,...). Security models: access-matrix, multilevel models (Bell-Lapadula and Biba models). Models for information flow. Clark-Wilson, Role-based models.


4. **Security in Hardware and Operating systems**: System architecture, Process and resource protection (modes, rings), Memory protection, Address space structure, File protection. User and system authentication. Commercial operating systems (Unix, Windows, Linux). Weaknesses in commercial operating systems. How an operating system is attacked. Secure (trusted) operating systems (Virtual Vault, Pitbull, Trusted Solaris).

5. **Program and application security**: Malicious software: Trojan horses, Viruses, and worms, the buffer overflow problem. Protection in Java, client side (Sandbox model and the security manager), Components (J2EE and JAAS, .NET ). Copyright protection.
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